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Metal–organic framework based systems for
CO2 sensing

Andreea Gheorghe, Olivier Lugier, Bohui Ye and Stefania Tanase *

Monitoring CO2 levels in the atmosphere as well as in work place environments is strictly regulated.

Commercial sensors based on polymeric materials have low operating temperature, yet exhibit low

selectivity. Molecular systems such as metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are promising materials that

can be used for CO2 sensing applications. They are formed through strong interactions between metal

ions or clusters with easy-to-modify organic linkers and have exceptionally high surface areas and well-

defined accessible pores. The host–guest interactions in MOFs and their responsiveness to physical and

chemical stimuli can be exploited to address the critical issues in chemical sensing applications, such as

fast response, sensitivity and specificity. This review provides an overview of the techniques that can be

used to detect CO2 through the use of MOFs, highlighting the most promising MOF materials that exhi-

bit CO2 sensing properties. The potential of MOFs in the development of CO2 sensors is also discussed.

Introduction

Global warming is primarily caused by emissions of CO2 and
other harmful gases (NOx, SOx, and volatile organic com-
pounds) into the atmosphere, and it mostly comes from human
activities through industries and vehicles.1 The research station
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce started measuring

CO2 levels in the late 1950s when the atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration was at around 315 ppm.2 On the 8th of April 2021, the
daily average of CO2 levels was 421 ppm, the first time in
human history that the number has been so high.3 Whereas
rising carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere cause great
concern worldwide, most of us pay little to no attention to
risks posed by CO2 changes indoors. Recent studies show that
decision-making and other cognitive abilities decline at ele-
vated indoor CO2 levels due to inadequate ventilation in
buildings.4 Despite the fact that we breath in and out carbon
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dioxide, the maximum safe level of carbon dioxide is at
5000 ppm. Above the safe CO2 level, it can cause symptoms
such as fatigue, headache, anxiety, loss of energy, jelly legs and
lung ventilation problems.5 Therefore, it is of utmost impor-
tance to have reliable CO2 sensors which can be used in health
and safety applications, including surveillance and air quality
(low CO2 levels) as well as by industries that produce CO2 (high
CO2 levels) in order to protect their workers from the harmful
effects of augmented CO2 levels (Fig. 1).6

Commercial CO2 sensors are classified in two major types:
nondispersive infrared (NDIR) optical and chemical sensors. A
NDIR sensor uses an infrared beam that does not scatter upon
interaction with guest molecules. The NDIR CO2 sensor mea-
sures the abundance or concentration of CO2 through the
partially absorbed light by CO2 when CO2 is between the IR
light source and detector. Since the concentration of gases is

proportional to the transmission of the IR beam, the change of
the IR beam intensity is small when the concentration of CO2 is
low and therefore, it can fall below the detection capacity of the
detector. This results in high detection limit in NDIR sensors.
A typical NDIR CO2 sensor has a detection limit of 0.2 ppm with
an accuracy of �30 ppm.7 NDIR sensors usually operate
between 1 and 10 mm,8 a range in which the absorption of
water vapour occurs. Since CO2 gas detection is often carried
out in conditions where water vapour is present, water vapour
interference is one of the biggest challenge when NDIR sensors
are used to detect CO2.9 Absorption interference caused by
water vapor or other molecules can be (partially) solved using
optical filters and interference correction. However, by using
optical filters, the spectral absorption of CO2 is drastically
reduced due to refractive property of the optical filter. Addi-
tionally, using optical filter increases the price of the NDIR
sensors.10

Commercial chemical CO2 sensors consist of a sensing layer
made up by polymers that operate at room temperature. Poly-
mers used for CO2 detection often contain amine groups. The
sensing principle of these amine-based polymers is based on an
acid–base reaction.11,12 The interaction between CO2 and
amine groups is reversible and it involves the formation of
ionic species. This interaction is an acid base equilibrium, and
the sensing mechanism of polymer-based CO2 sensors is based
on the pH change upon the reaction of amines with CO2 to
form carbamates and cationic species of ammonia or amine.
During this process, carbamic acids are formed as intermedi-
ates. Carbamates formed during the acid–base reaction are
thermal unstable molecules and CO2 can be released upon
heating, allowing to re-use the active sites of the polymer-based
sensors.11

Advantages of polymer-based sensors include high sensitiv-
ity, short response time, low power consumption and small
size, allowing for portable use.13 Nevertheless, the main

Fig. 1 CO2 sensing in different fields.
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drawbacks are the poor selectivity and short and long-term
sensor drift that lead to inaccurate measurements over time.
Therefore, polymer-based sensors are calibrated prior the ship-
ment, overtime and the zero point needs to be recalibrated to
maintain long-term stability.14 Metal oxide sensing layers have
emerged as a promising choice in the gas sensor industry.15

Their working principle is based on the redox reactions
between the target gas and the oxygen species bound on the
surface of the metal oxide.16 Reaction of these oxygen species
with reducing gases or a competitive adsorption and replace-
ment of the adsorbed oxygen by other molecules lead to an
increased conductivity. The oxygen species are believed to be
dominant at operating temperature of 300–450 1C which is the
working temperature for most metal oxide gas sensors.15 The
limitations resulting from such high temperatures include poor
selectivity (cross-sensitivity) and baseline drift.17,18

A comprehensive account of commercial sensing materials
for CO2 sensor devices, including their properties and relative
advantages has been reported in literature.19 Emerging sensing
materials include carbon nanotubes (CNTs),20 graphene,21

MoS2,22 zeolites23 and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs).24

Among them, MOFs are the preferred choice because their
structure can be tailored to enhance the selectivity towards a
target analyte, and to tune the interplay between structure and
properties.25–27

MOFs are porous materials composed of metal ion nodes
and organic linkers (Fig. 2).28 Their modular nature allows for
great synthetic tunability, affording both fine chemical and
structural control. They have unique characteristics, being able
to take-up, hold and release molecules from their pores in a
selective manner. Their high surface area to volume ratio is
especially beneficial for sensing applications as the high sur-
face area to volume ratio enhances the chance of interaction
between the sensing materials and analytes, which leads to
high sensitivity. The properties of MOFs beyond those of
traditional sensing materials include adsorption properties
tailored to specific analytes,26 tunable dielectric properties,25

intrinsic porosity that allows through-solid mass and ion
transport, mechanical properties in between polymers and
inorganics29 and electronic conductance tailored from practi-
cally zero to over a hundred S cm�2.30

The potential of MOFs for CO2 capture and storage has been
studied in great detail.31,32 The selective adsorption of CO2

molecules in the pores of MOFs is achieved by using different
synthetic strategies for the design of MOFs. They involve the
choice of specific organic linkers, use of open metal sites and
the incorporation of functional groups inside the framework
(Fig. 2).33 Therefore, the pores of MOFs can act as molecular
sieves.34 By varying the metal ions and organic linkers, the
window and pore size can be tuned to achieve selective adsorp-
tion of CO2, leaving out undesired interactions inside the
framework.35 Fine tuning of the selective adsorption of MOFs
allows for developing MOFs as sensing layers for accurate
detection of CO2 levels as well as their integration in chemical
sensors.36,37 This review discusses the working principle of
MOF-based sensors used for CO2 detections, highlighting the
pros and cons of MOF materials. Since the integration of MOFs
as thin-films in sensor devices requires to prepare micro- or/
and nano-scaled MOF crystals which have controlled size,
shape, and morphology, we also present the common fabrica-
tion techniques for MOF thin-films on electrode surfaces and
assess their practical applicability.

CO2 sensing using MOFs

Sensor devices require two main constituents: a sensing layer
and a transducer (Fig. 3). The sensing layer interacts selectively
with the target analytes, so that various changes in the physico-
chemical properties of the system (e.g., capacitance, mass,
conductivity, optical properties, etc.) are detected. The transdu-
cer translates the changes in measurable signals.

The advantage of MOFs over traditional sensing materials
comes from their capacity to concentrate the target analyte
within their pores, acting like a sponge with astonishing sur-
face to volume ratio, and their potential selectivity for specific
analytes that can be adjusted by tuning the structure and/or
chemical composition of the MOF. In such MOF-based sensing
devices, the transducer component usually provides informa-
tion related to variations in mass, electronic properties or

Fig. 2 A representation of synthetically modified MOFs to promote
selective CO2 adsorption. Metal nodes (ion or cluster) with open metal
sites (yellow), organic linker (black), CO2 molecules (green), CO2 binding
sites (red). Fig. 3 The principle of MOF-based chemical sensing.
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optical properties.38 In the following sections, we will discuss
the transducer types which have been studied so far for CO2

detection using MOFs as sensing layers (Table 1).

Refractive index (RI) sensing

Although the variations of CO2 concentrations only trigger
negligible change in refractive index multiple techniques invol-
ving MOFs have been developed to take advantage of this
phenomenon. Kim et al.39 reported a CO2 sensor with a
dynamic range of 0 to 100 vol% of CO2 and a resolution of
0.019 vol%. Their sensor consists of two fibre-optic terminated
with Fabry–Perrot (FP) cavities40 made of thin films of ZIF-8, or
[Zn(melm)2] where melm = 2-methylimidazolate, of different
thickness for each fibre-optic. The reflection spectrum of each
FP cavity depends on their dimension (i.e., the thickness of the
MOF thin film) and respective refractive index, which depends
on the concentration of CO2 molecules present in the films of
ZIF-8. By combining two precisely tailored FP cavities, the
authors were able to obtain a differential response to the
changes in the refractive index of the system which enables
low limit of detection (LoD) and a high resolution. This sensor

shows multiple advantages such as its small size and straight-
forward fabrication method (dip-coating) that allows batch
production. Furthermore, this method can potentially be
adapted to detect any gas by replacing ZIF-8 with different
types of MOF displaying affinities for other analytes.

Other studies focused on combining MOFs and surface
plasmon resonance spectroscopy to monitor small changes in
CO2 concentrations. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the
coherent oscillation of conduction band electrons at the inter-
face of a metal and a dielectric material upon light exposure.
The resonance frequency of surface plasmons is closely related
to the refractive index of the system. Hence, the phase and
intensity values of the light reflected at the aforementioned
interface can be used to obtain information on the RI, and thus,
on the composition of the dielectric material.41,42

Chong et al.43 proposed a complex sensor in which surface
plasmon polaritons (SPP) are created by shining light onto a
suspended silicon nitride (SiN4) window on top of which,
specially designed gold nanoarrays were patterned and covered
by a film of ZIF-8. By tuning the properties of the SiN4 window,
the gold nanoarrays and the MOF layer, the authors were able

Table 1 CO2 detection using MOFs as sensing layers

MOF
Transduction
approach Range tested LoD Response/recovery time CO2 selective

Water
stability

Potential for other
analytes Ref.

ZIF-8 Fabry–Perrot cavities 0–100 vol% o0.15 s/o0.30 s (E3 s for 1
mL min�1 flow rate)

Yes (size
selective)

High Yes 39
LoD: 0.019 vol% (1 Hz
low-pass filtering)

ZIF-8 SEIRA 0–100% vol% —/— Yes (size
selective)

High Yes 43
LoD*: 52 ppm

ZIF-8 SERS — to — 8 min/— Yes (size
selective)

High Yes 44
LoD: 5 � 10�8 M

HKUST-1 IR absorption (optical
fibres)

20 ppm to 100 vol% 10 s/106 s (100 vol%) No (H2O, N2) Low Yes 49
LoD: 20 ppm 12 s/530 s (30 ppm)

Mg-MOF-74 (che-
mically tuned)

Permittivity 200 to 5000 ppm Minutes/— No Low Yes 26
LoD: 200 ppm

Co-MOF-74 (che-
mically tuned)

Electrical conductivity 100% (30 mL min�1) 200 s/— No (CH4, N2,
H2O)

Low Yes 54
LoD: —

Cu3(hexaimino
benzene)2

Electrical conductivity 400–2500 ppm 7–8 min (0% RH) — High Yes 55
LoD*: 67 ppm 10–11 min (80% RH)

Al-MIL-53 + con-
ductive carbon

Electrical conductivity 75 vol% (in CH4) 30 s Yes (over CH4) High Yes 25
100 vol%
LoD: —

CDMOF-2 Electrochemical impe-
dance spectroscopy

0–100 vol% —/— Yes High Yes 62
LoD: o10 vol%

Zn-MOF-74 Impedance 0–2000 ppm — Low Medium Yes 57
LoD: 500 ppm

NH2-M-MOF-74 Kelvin probe 400–4000 ppm — — (H2O
sensitive)

Medium Yes 68
LoD: —

MAF-34 Luminescence — —/— — High Yes (benzene, nitro-
benzene, ethanol)

70
—

UiO-66-ONa
(tuned UiO-66)

Luminescence
(colorimetry)

— to — B67 s/— Yes High Expected 71
LoD: 3.5 � 10�7 M

ZIF-8 Bimodal waveguide
interferometry

1–100 vol% o10 s Yes (over H2O,
CH4)

High Yes 72
LoD: 3130 ppm (RT)
774 ppm (278 K)

Cu2(nbdc)2(dabco) Mass (QCM) 10–100 vol% Seconds/seconds Yes (over O2,
N2, H2, CH4)

Medium Expected 73
LoD: 10 vol% (56%
RH)

HKUST-1 LSPR spectroscopy 0–100 vol% Few seconds (10 vol%) — Low Yes (tested for SF6) 74
LoD: 10 vol%
LoD*: {10 vol%

LoD* = estimated or extrapolated LoD; — = information not provided by the authors.
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to match the resonance frequency of the SPPs to a specific CO2

infrared absorption band resulting in a calculated enhance-
ment factor of ca. 1800�. Despite the lower enhancement
performances of their prototype compared to the model, due
to imperfect testing conditions, the authors estimated its LoD
at 52 ppm. The intricate design and working principle of this
sensor could become a liability for a successful transitioning
from numerical models or laboratory prototypes to mass-
produced devices. Nevertheless, these results prove that
surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) can be used to
fabricate highly sensitive CO2 detectors. Furthermore, like the
above-mentioned sensor based on double Fabry–Perrot ZIF-8
cavities, this device could detect other gases provided that the
resonance frequency of the SPPs can be tuned to overlap with a
characteristic infrared absorption band of the target analyte.

Huang et al.44 proposed a similar method that combines the
CO2 absorption capacity of ZIF-8 films with localised surface
plasmon (LSPP) resonance from gold nanoparticles on silver
nanowire to develop a surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) based sensor. The authors could mould the silver
nanowires together to form free-standing films of the CO2

sensing material. Again, the LSPP acts as signal enhancer while
extra thin films (1 nm to 3 nm) of ZIF-8 are used to selectively
concentrate CO2 molecules. A promising LoD of 5� 10�8 M was
obtained with a response time of eight minutes. Although only
demonstrated as a proof of concept, such SERS-based sensor
could virtually detect any analyte at low concentration, provided
that it has distinctive Raman bands and displays affinity for the
MOF used. Yet, the restrictions imposed by the thickness of the
MOF layer (3 nm maximum) are expected to limit the number
of compatible MOFs. Indeed, the current synthesis methods
used to fabricate MOF thin films require improvements to gain
precise control over the main properties of the material. Never-
theless, the versatility of Raman spectroscopy and the relative
ease of fabrication (when using ZIF-8) of the proposed proto-
type are two enticing arguments in favour of such sensor.

Spectral near infrared sensing

Infrared (IR) sensors are commonly used to detect and identify
gases. Most of the analytes absorb IR radiations at specific
wavelengths in direct relation with their chemical composition
(i.e., their chemical bonds). The subsequent absorption bands
can be used to detect and quantify the presence of the target
analyte in a specific surrounding.45,46 Although most commer-
cially available mid-IR sensors are too large for portable use,
optical fibres offer relatively cheap and convenient alternative
for the fabrication of portable IR gas detectors.47 The challenge
of using optical fibre near infrared (NIR) sensors is that the
gases do not have fundamental vibration bands at NIR regions.
The detection must arise from the overtones of the fundamen-
tal vibration bands.48 A fundamental vibration is excited by
absorbing the (vibrational) quantum energy by a molecule in its
ground state. When two of such quantum energies are
absorbed, the first overtone is excited, and so on to higher
overtones. Overtones from the fundamental vibrational bond

that absorbs at the mid-IR frequency are generally weak. Thus,
NIR sensors have low detection sensitivity.

Enhanced absorption can be achieved by increasing the
optical path via optic fibres of several meters length or by using
reflecting mirrors.50 Alternatively, the cladding of the optical
fibre can be removed by etching to allow coating with a
sensitive layer to extend the light path and make use of
evanescent wave absorption in order to achieve high reasonable
detection.48,51,52 For example, Chong et al.49 have developed an
ultra-short NIR fibre-optic CO2 sensor by depositing a thin layer
of HKUST-1, or [Cu3(btc)2(H2O)3] where btc = benzentricarbox-
ylate, on the core of an optical fibre. The MOF thin film was
grown on the 5 cm-long etched single mode fibre through a
layer-by-layer (LbL) method. When CO2 selectively interacts
with the HKUST-1 layer via unsaturated open Cu2+ metal sites,
the refractive index of the sensing layer draws closer to the
refractive index of the fibre and a larger portion of light
propagates into the film, which is in direct correlation with
CO2 concentration. Fig. 4 shows the absorption spectrum
obtained by Chong et al.49 The reference CO2 spectrum exhib-
ited both vibrational bands and rotational fine lines. The
missing rotational fine lines of the absorption spectrum of
the CO2 within HKUST-1 was attributed to tightly confined CO2

molecules with no freedom of rotation.49 Using their HKUST-1
coated single-mode optical fibre, the authors were able to
develop a CO2 sensor with a detection limit down to 20 ppm.
The main drawbacks of such sensor at low CO2 concentrations
originate from its low adsorption and desorption kinetics. This
was attributed to the adsorption mechanism of the gas within
the MOF framework. At low concentrations, the gas chemisorbs
onto the unsaturated metal sites, as opposed to a physisorption
when detecting high CO2 concentrations.49

Chemiresistive and chemicapacitive-
based sensing

Physicochemical systems such as MOFs possess energy storage
and dissipation properties. Electrochemical sensing examines
these MOF properties translated as electric capacity and
resistance.53 Capacitance is described by the electrical charge
storage at a certain potential. In chemical capacitive sensors,
the dielectric constant or permittivity of the MOF as a function
of time is monitored upon adsorption of CO2.

Fig. 4 Absorption spectrum of CO2 confined within HKUST-1 (left) and of
reference CO2 gas inside quartz gas cell (right).49
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Zhao et al.26 reported the on-chip solvothermal growth of
MOF films onto Pt interdigitated electrodes. The sensor was
used for the detection of benzene and CO2 at room tempera-
ture. LoD for CO2 of both pristine and ethylene diamine
modified Mg-MOF-74, also known as [Mg2(dobdc)(H2O)2] where
dobdc = 2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate, was 200 ppm.
An enhanced capacitive response by 25% was reported for the
ethylenediamine functionalized Mg-MOF-74 material which
corelates to a higher amount of gas adsorbed due to the basicity
of the amine groups coordinated to the open metal sites. It was
shown that the sensor is still stable after 3 weeks storage and
has a reversible behaviour upon exposure to inert gas. Overall,
this study demonstrates that custom-tailored amine–CO2 inter-
actions can be used as an effective strategy to enhance the
sensitivity toward CO2.

In the case of chemiresistive gas sensing, changes in the
electronic resistance of the MOF sensing layer are monitored. Yet,
the major bottleneck in the design of MOF-based chemiresistive gas
sensors is the synthetic challenges associated with the organic
linkers commonly used for electrically conductive or semiconduc-
tive MOFs. To overcome this, Caro et al.54 prepared MOF-74
composites through gas-phase incorporation of organic semicon-
ducting molecules, such as 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
(TCNQ) and tetrathiafulvalene (TTF). To assess the CO2 sensing of
these composites, the electrical current was measured as a function
of the applied voltage under CO2 atmosphere. An increased elec-
trical conductivity was observed for the Co-MOF-74 containing TTF
as compared to the bare Co-MOF-74 and the TCNQ loaded Co-MOF-
74.54 The response time was within ca. 200 s. This behaviour might
be related to the interaction between TTF and Co-MOF-74, proposed
to be based on through-bond conduction, but the electron conduc-
tion may also take place through the p–p stacking network.54 The
phenomenon reported and characterised in this study is of high
relevance for CO2 sensing.

Dinca et al.55 have demonstrated the sensing of CO2 at
ambient conditions by using a 2D framework with a high
density of NH moieties, namely Cu3(hexaiminobenzene)2, in a
broad relative humidity (RH) range (i.e. 10% to 80% RH). The
sensor was prepared by simple drop-casting of as-synthesized
polycrystalline material onto interdigitated electrodes. Its
stable response independent of the humidity was attributed
to the acid–base adducts and bicarbonate salt formation at the
organic–inorganic node of the MOF upon exposure to CO2. The
sensor device has a robust performance and good repeatability
(ca. 7 days) at levels of CO2 ranging from outdoor atmospheric
level (400 ppm) up to limits typically found indoors (2500 ppm).
Although the sensor sensitivity has drifted over time, as is
generally observed for other chemiresistors, it still remained
RH-independent after three months. Despite these promising
results which reveal the potential of 2D MOFs in tuning and
optimising chemiresistive responses, the synthesis of conduc-
tive 2D MOFs remains synthetically challenging and limited to
conjugated benzene rings and porphyrin rings.56

To circumvent the low conductivity of MOFs, composite
materials have also been synthesised.25,57 Kaskel et al. prepared
conductive carbon composites films comprising Al-MIL-53, also

known as [Al(OH)(bdc)]x where bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate.25

The sensor device includes a dried paste containing carbon black or
single walled carbon nanotubes and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
which are placed as a film on glass slides using silver conductive
paint. The sensing principle used is based on the change of the
conductivity near the percolation threshold of the composite mate-
rial as a result of the well- known breathing effect of Al-MIL-53
framework. Upon CO2 adsorption, MOF crystals expand at a specific
pressure. Consequently, the percolating network created by the
conductive additive, that allows electrons to flow through
the composite, is disrupted. This causes the specific resistance of
the material to increase which translates in a sudden decrease in the
electrical conductivity (Fig. 5).25 The response time of Al-MIL-53/
conductive carbon sensors was below 30 s at partial pressure of CO2

up to 6 bar. It was shown that using different carbon materials
affects the response time, i.e. small isotropic particles of carbon
black led to shorter response time as compared with highly
anisotropic carbon nanotubes.25

Impedance-based sensing

The existence of electrically conductive and semi-conductive
MOFs has been the primary reason behind exploiting MOFs for
sensing of gases and/or vapours.58 Using impedance spectro-
scopy, the requirement of the sensing material to possess high
electrical conductivity is circumvented because the electrical
impedance of a MOF-based sensing layer can be measured over
a range of frequencies of an applied electrical current. Further-
more, impedance-based sensors bring also advantages in terms
of their low-cost, small size and highly interchangeable
features.

It is well known that MOFs containing hydroxyl functional
groups in their frameworks release protons into their nano-
pores or nanochannels with relatively low activation energies
and thereby exhibit proton conduction.59,60 This property can
be exploited in CO2 sensing since the adsorption of CO2 can
alter the concentration of protons which leads to changes in the
proton conduction properties.61

Gassensmith et al.57 reported a Rb-based MOF, containing g-
cyclodextrin as organic linker, to be an effective CO2 sensing
material due to the change of ionic conductivity upon its
reaction with CO2. This MOF, namely CDMOF-2 or [(C48H80O40)
(RbOH)2 (CH2Cl2)0.5]n, covalently binds CO2 to the non-
coordinated free primary hydroxyl groups of its linkers, forming
alkyl carbonic acid functional groups on the glucose unit
(Fig. 6). Because carbonic acids are more acidic than primary
alcohols, one would expect that the CO2-bound CD-MOF-2 will

Fig. 5 Switchable MIL-53-carbon additive composite for CO2 sensing.25
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show higher conductivity than pristine CD-MOF-2. Such beha-
viour would be expected due to easier release of the proton on
alkyl groups as compared to alcohols. Surprisingly, the con-
ductivity of CDMOF-2 decreased by a factor of B550 after CO2

sorption as a result of increased steric hindrances of the
primary alcohol groups with the carbonates.62 This sensor
has a detection range from 0 vol% to 100 vol%. It was also
shown that the chemical reaction is reversible over multiple
cycles without affecting the sensor performances (Fig. 7).

Impedance CO2 sensors were also fabricated using MOFs
known for their selective CO2 adsorption and high proton
conductivity properties, namely Zn-MOF-74 and NdMo-MOF,
or [Nd(mpca)2Nd(H2O)6Mo(CN)8]�nH2O where mpca = 5-methyl-
2-pyrazinecarboxylate.61,63,64 The sensors were fabricates by
mixing MOF powders with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and
deposited as thin films on Pt sensors via drop casting. Both
sensors gave a response upon changing the CO2 concentration.
Notably, the Zn-MOF-74 sensor showed low cross-sensitivity
when changing the CO2 concentration from 0 to 2000 ppm
at different RH: 40%, 50% and 60%.61 Same sensor also

exhibits a fast response when the CO2 concentration changes
from 0 to 500 ppm at 50% RH. Although the exposure to
synthetic air led to sensor deactivation cause by the presence
of oxygen, the process is reversible upon exposure to inert
conditions.61

Field effect transistors and Kelvin
probe

Sensors based on field effect transistors (FET) measure the
electrical signal variations of the sensing material due to
changes in its work function induced by the interaction with
the target analyte.65 The work function of a system represents
the energy required to release electrons from a material’s
surface. Changes in a material’s work function can be trans-
duced using Kelvin probes.66 These vibrating capacitor devices
measure the contact potential difference between the sensing
material and a reference material as electrons flow from the
material with the lowest work function to the other.67

Pentyala et al.68 studied the CO2 sensing properties of
various M-MOF-74 (M = Mg, Co, Zn or Ni) materials by using
a Kelvin probe to detect the variations in the work function of
the system upon interaction with CO2. The materials tested
share identical crystalline structures comprising pores of a
relatively large diameters and, more importantly, free coordina-
tion sites on their metal centres. Once in the pores, the CO2

molecules coordinate to the metal cations effectively and alter
the electronic properties of the material, such as its work
function. By monitoring these fluctuations, one can extrapolate
information on the CO2 concentration in the environment of
the device. Successful CO2 detection was obtained with each M-
MOF-74 tested, although sensing was heavily influenced by
humidity levels. The authors further investigated the potential
of MOF-74, by functionalizing the pores of the Mg-based
analogue with ethylene diamine via post-synthetic procedures.
In this MOF analogue, referred to as NH2-Mg-MOF-74, one of
the amine groups of the ethylene diamine coordinates to the
metal centre, while the other is oriented towards the inside of
the pore. The free amine moiety can react with adsorbed CO2

molecules through reversible acid–base reactions which also
leads to changes in the work function (Fig. 8a). NH2-Mg-MOF-
74 displays significantly better sensing performances than Mg-
MOF-74, particularly under humid conditions as the selectivity
of the amine for CO2 exceeds that of the metal centres. Inter-
estingly, both the NH2-Mg-MOF-74 and M-MOF-74 materials
exhibit reversible behaviour.68 This work successfully proves
the potential of MOFs for CO2 sensing by using work function
measurements. The current LoD remains uncertain and, as
mentioned by the authors, the unmodified MOFs have shown
poor stability under humid conditions as was to be expected
based on the hydrophilic nature of their metal centres and
tendency to hydrolyse. Nevertheless, by taking advantage of the
chemical tuneability of MOFs, the authors were able to redesign
their sensing material to increase both the stability and per-
formances of the sensors.

Fig. 6 Variations in the conductivity of CDMOF-2 upon CO2 absorption/
desorption cycles.62

Fig. 7 Graph of the average conductivity values of CDMOF-2 as a func-
tion of the CO2 concentration in N2 atmosphere. The structural change of
the MOF’s g-cyclodextrin (g-CD) linker upon reaction with CO2 is also
shown.62
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Luminescence-based sensing

Luminescence describes the emission of light that occurs in
certain systems following the cold excitation of their electrons,
triggered by the absorption of an incident photon of a specific
energy, to higher electronic states (Fig. 9).

Due to their hybrid nature, MOFs often display two photon-
emitting components, namely their organic linkers and metal
ions. Moreover, additional emitting components can be added
to the framework by loading its pores with luminescent guests.
The interactions between the metal centres or linkers of the
MOF and the guest molecules within its pores influence the
luminescence properties. Such variation in the luminescence of
the material can be measured and it provides detailed informa-
tion on the concentration of specific guest molecules in the
surrounding environment.69

Qi et al.70 designed a sensor that relies on the variations in
the luminescence properties of a Zn(II) based MOF, namely
MAF-34 or [Zn7(ip)12](OH)2 where ip = 1H-imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]
phenanthroline, upon interaction with CO2 molecules. The
crystalline structure of this flexible MOF is strongly affected
by the presence of guest molecules in the pores. When loaded

with guest molecules, the strain applied on the crystal structure
of the framework prevents linker–linker interactions, effectively
shifting the lmax of its fluorescent emission. Thus, low-pressure
CO2 adsorption shifts the emission color from strong cyan
photoluminescence (lmax = 487 nm) to yellowish orange
(lmax = 540 nm).70 The sensing response was observed for three
repeated cycles. MAF-34 also displayed sensing capability for
vapours of various solvents (e.g., benzene, nitrobenzene, etha-
nol) and further testing showed that thin films of the MOF can
be grown on substrates while retaining their fluorescence, a
significant advantage for device-integration.70

Tank et al.71 used post-synthetic modification techniques to
tune the chemical composition of UiO-66, also known as
Zr6O4(OH)4(bdc)6 where bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate, by
effectively integrating sodium phenolic functional groups
within the pores of the MOF. The modified UiO-66, known as
UiO-66-ONa, displays excellent sensitivity for CO2 as the
sodium phenolic moieties are transformed into OH groups
upon reacting with CO2 molecules. The respective fluorescence
bands of UiO-66-ONa and UiO-66-OH are shifted by 50 nm.
Therefore, by measuring the fluorescence spectra of a suspen-
sion of the MOF powder, one can probe the CO2 concentration
in the surrounding atmosphere. Using this method, it was
obtained a LoD of 3.5 � 10�7 M and a response time of ca.
65 seconds. The advantages of this material include strong
chemical selectivity towards CO2, a well-studied and relatively
easy synthesis procedure and excellent stability. On the other
hand, using a suspension is unpractical for device integration
and the recycling protocol, involving exposure to NaOH to
convert UiO-66-OH back to UiO-66-ONa, suggests that the
MOF probe is pH sensitive which could limit its effectiveness.
Nevertheless, further development could overcome the afore-
mentioned limitations and the concept of a CO2 sensor built on
a well-known and robust MOF, which can be made using easy
synthesis methods and with significant potential for chemical
tuneability, is very promising. Furthermore, such method could
virtually be used to probe any analyte provided that several
requirements are fulfilled: the effective diameter of the analyte
is small enough for it to access the pores, the functional group
shows selective chemical reactivity with the analyte and the
luminescence properties of the MOF before and after the
reaction is significant enough to be measured accurately.

Challenges associated with the
integration of MOFs in devices

The integration of MOFs into devices remains one of the major
hindrances to the development of mass fabricated and every-
day use MOF-based sensors. The problem partly originates
from the poor performances of many of these hybrid materials
in open atmosphere due to water interference (detection of
water molecules instead of analyte) or their low water stability
as they tend to hydrolyse under humid conditions.75,76

Chocarro-Ruiz et al.72 provide a good example of how to
tackle the humidity problem by making the deliberate decision

Fig. 8 The formation of carbamates upon interaction with CO2 of primary
(a), secondary (b), and tertiary amines (c).11

Fig. 9 Perrin–Jablonski diagram of luminescence processes.
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to prioritise stability over sensitivity for increased durability.
They used ZIF-8 nanoparticles, which are known to be water
stable, as sensing component in a bimodal waveguide inter-
ferometric sensor that detects small fluctuations of the refrac-
tive index due to the interaction between an analyte and a
sensing material. The sensor displays a linear response to CO2

concentrations varying from 1 vol% to 100 vol%, CO2 selectivity
over water and CH4 and good stability as the sensor remained
efficient after being stored 1 month in air (or 1 day at 80% RH). The
LoD of 3130 ppm at room temperature (down to 774 ppm at 278 K),
although relatively high compared to other MOF-based sensors, is
suitable for multiple real-life applications. Moreover, the sensor
showed constant performances through 50 consecutive measure-
ments and reproducible performances from batch to batch.

While Chocarro-Ruiz et al.72 demonstrated the value of
choosing a stable MOF as sensing component despite of higher
LoD, tailoring the properties of MOFs to improve their stability
remains a powerful approach for designing sensing materials
with potential for real-life applications. This is supported by the
studies of Kim et al.73 (discussed below) and Pentyala et al.24

(discussed above). Nevertheless, other hurdles regarding synth-
esis often remain for water-stable MOFs (e.g., ZIF-8, UiO-66,
lanthanide-based MOFs)72,77 or MOFs species rendered water-
stable through structural and/or chemical tuning (e.g., DMOF-
1, MOF-74),73,78 especially when grown as thin films on
substrates. These limitations stem from our poor understand-
ing of the influence that both intrinsic properties of the MOF
specimen and synthesis conditions have over the properties
(e.g., thickness, crystalline orientation, roughness, homogene-
ity) of the subsequent thin film. Thus, to be able to grow these
so-called surface-mounted metal–organic frameworks (SUR-
MOFs) with high level of control over their aforementioned
properties, extensive optimisation procedures are required for
every MOF specimen. In addition to nucleation and growth
mechanisms, the interaction between a SURMOF and its sub-
strate is another crucial – yet misunderstood – phenomenon for
an effective synthesis, long-term stability and overall efficiency
of the device that rely on that SURMOF to operate. Thus, the
incorporation of MOFs as full-fledged electronic components in
devices still lags as many prototypes rely on loose single crystals
or powders while other applications remain currently unrealis-
tic. These considerations advocate for more experimental and
theoretical investigations to unravel the mechanisms of nuclea-
tion, growth and general synthesis of MOFs and SURMOFs.

One of the few studies tackling the complexity of MOFs’
growth on solid surfaces was conducted by Kim et al.73 and it is
focused on a series of pillar-layer SURMOFs based on
Cu2(bdc)2(dabco) (bdc = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid; dabco =
1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane), also known as DMOF-1. Various
analogues of DMOF-1 with different functionalised versions of
its bdc linker were grown directly on hydroxy double salt (HDS)
surfaces composed of copper-doped and aluminium-doped
ZnO. It was shown that aside from the type of linker used,
the growth conditions, i.e., reaction time and linker ratio, also
affect the properties of the films (e.g., thickness, crystalline
orientation, roughness). Although, as other studies showed, the

exact influence of the synthesis parameters on their properties
is not well understood, the authors successfully developed a
synthetic procedure that yields homogeneous thin films of
Cu2(bdc)2(dabco) and its analogues at ambient conditions and
on cm-scale substrates. It was also examined the potential of
Cu2(nbdc)2(dabco), where nbdc = 1,4-napthalenedicarboxyic
acid, as a CO2 sensing material for quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) and optical fibre techniques. This MOF displayed pro-
mising CO2 sensing properties using both techniques, being
able to detect up to 10 vol% of CO2, even at 56% RH, with strong
CO2 selectivity (as compared to O2, H2, CH4 and N2 gases).

The CO2 (and SF6) sensor based on localized surface plas-
mon resonance (LSPR) spectroscopy and developed by Kreno
et al.74 follows relatively easy fabrication protocols. It consists
of an extended pattern of Ag nanoarray coated with a thin film
of HKUST-1 as sensing component. The arrays of Ag nano-
particles are fabricated using nanosphere lithography79 whilst
the film of HKUST-1 is obtained using a LbL liquid phase
epitaxy (LPE) method,80 both well-known and relatively easy
techniques with potential for high-throughput fabrication. Due
to the enhancement factor provided by the presence of LSPs,
the system can detect small variations in the refractive index of
the thin film of HKUST-1 upon its interaction with CO2 mole-
cules. The sensor showed successful CO2 detection within a few
seconds for a concentration of 10 vol% CO2. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that the reported data suggest that much
lower LoD could be reached. While similar concepts with better
sensing capabilities were discussed, the simplicity of the fabri-
cation method and the room for improvement, in particular the
sensing performances of the MOF, make this sensor attractive
for inexpensive and large-scale manufacturing.

Lastly, as the aforementioned work from Chocarro-Ruiz
et al.72 already suggested, researchers should keep their designs
and fabrication methods simple as much as possible to enable
reproduceable and scalable manufacturing. Yet, the impor-
tance of this argument should be nuanced in the case of devices
showing exceptional sensing performances or unique capabil-
ities or functionalities. Moreover, as the field of MOF-based
sensing continuous to grow, overlooked properties such as the
size of the sensor device, its power consumption, and electro-
nics overheads will require increasing attention.81

Conclusions

Rigorous safety regulations for both indoor air quality and
environmental exhaust from industrial processes have led to
increased research focused on the development of effective gas
sensors. All current technologies for CO2 sensing have their
own set of advantages and limitations that make them relevant
for specific sensing applications. For instance, devices based on
optical detection have high sensitivity although they suffer
from water interferences, polymer-based chemical sensors are
produced relatively cheaply yet have shorter operating life and
conductometric metal-oxide sensors are limited by their high
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operating temperatures despite that they enable the fabrication
of portable instruments.

MOFs are promising sensing layers for selective and sensitive
CO2 detection as a result of their extremely high surface area,
relatively wide range of operating temperatures (relevant for
practical applications) as well as their structural and chemical
tunability. Especially, the possibility to tailor the properties of
MOFs enables synthetic chemists to gain control over the MOF–
CO2 interactions by fine-tuning the pore sizes and/or active sites
of these materials through meticulous selection of organic and
inorganic parts and advanced MOF functionalization. From this
perspective, we have discussed the different transducers used by
researchers to design prototypes or develop proofs of concept
for MOF-based sensors for CO2 detection. The challenges asso-
ciated with the integration of MOFs as central components in
sensing devices are also discussed. These challenges, mostly
linked to the low hydrolytic stability and the general lack of
understanding of the growth mechanisms of MOFs as thin
layers, hold back the transition of MOF-based CO2 sensing
devices from laboratory prototypes to off-the-shelf items.

We strongly believe that the potential of MOFs for chemical
sensing applications justifies the research efforts to solve the afore-
mentioned hurdles (and others like toxicity, low electrical conduc-
tivity, poor mechanical stability, etc.) or to optimize the existing
prototypes. Thus, we advocate for further studies on these materials
in relation not only to CO2 sensing, but also in relation to other
relevant chemical sensing applications (such as H2S, NH3, N2O,
volatile organic compounds and explosive sensing), as any insight
would be beneficial for the development of MOF-based technologies.
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